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ABSTRACT

Since the last ISR 2003-02 on the use of Earth observations for a source of flat field illumination,
several hundred more observations have been obtained with the full set of HRC standard filters
and four narrow band WFC filters. While most of these observation show streaks or other non-
uniform illumination, a significant subset are defect free and can be used to construct
complete LP-flats.  Many of the existing pipeline flats are confirmed to a precision of ~1%, which
validates the stellar L-flat technique. Exceptions are the WFC, where a shutter light leak causes a
systematic central contamination of a few percent and limits the verification accuracy to ~2%.
Other exceptions are the four longest wavelength HRC filters, which show systematic differences
with the pipeline flats. This discrepancy is apparently caused by stray light originating from the
detector surface, where most of the longest wavelength  photons are reflected and then scattered
back from nearby focal plane structures. Because this complete set of HRC Earth flats is more
appropriate than the pipeline flats for large diffuse objects such as the Moon, Jupiter, or the Orion
Nebula, the set is now available on the STScI/ACS website.

Earth flats also measure the small and intermediate scale P-flat structure. Due to slight deviations
from OTA like illumination in the lab, the flat field corrections in the dust mote regions are 1-2%
better with Earth flats. The trend found in ACS ISR 2005-09 for an increase toward the UV for
more pixels  with non-Poisson statistical distributions is confirmed for the F330W Earth flats,
where up to 3% of the pixels are in error by >1%. Most of this newly discovered population of
deviant pixels are dark with low responses; however, the effect of these erroneous P-flat values on
stellar photometry is less than 0.1%.

1. Introduction

Earth observations are one of the many calibration activities
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carried out during occultation, when HST tends to be over the
daylight side of the Earth. Currently, F344N and the HRC F330W
supported modes have pipeline LP-flats defined entirely by Earth
flat field data (Bohlin & Mack 2003). The remainder of the
pipeline flats are created from a combination of the lab flats and
the stellar L-flats. While the optical depth to the tropospheric
cloud layer is large at these UV wavelengths, cloud streaks due to
the ~7km/s motion of the field of view (FOV) over the surface are
prevalent at longer wavelengths. At the ~500km HST altitude, the
angular velocity of a point on the Earth is ~2900arcsec/sec or
about ten times the HRC FOV in the minimum exposure time of 0.1s.
Each individual exposure is compared to the current pipeline LP-
flat and examined for streaks. The streak free exposures that
differ in the same way from the pipeline flat are the good Earth
LP-flat candidates for uniform illumination, because any two Earth
observations would rarely be of scenes with exactly the same non-
uniform illumination. The matching Earth flats are combined with a
CR-rejection algorithm that also produces statistical uncertainty
and data quality arrays. The IDL driver routine is named lpall.pro
and has a main subroutine flatlp.pro. At least 100,000 electrons
per pixel are required to match the S/N per pixel of the current
LP-flats, where the high S/N P-flat structure is defined by the
lab data (Bohlin, Hartig, & Martel 2001). The low frequency L-flat
is defined by dithered observations of 47 Tuc (Mack et al. 2002,
van der Marel 2003).

2.  WFC LP-flats

To evaluate the low frequency L-flat variation of the Earth flats,
the images are binned to an 8x8 grid. The rms, minimum, and
maximum differences between any pair of L-flats can be computed.
Table 1 summarizes the status of the WFC Earth observations. For
each filter, the columns are the exposure time, total number of
images, the total weak images with less than 10,000
electrons/pixel, the number of saturated images, the number that
are bad because of non-uniform illumination, the number of good
images used to make a new LP-flat, and the total electrons/pixel
in the new LP-flat. In the column labeled "Scat.", the total range
of scatter in percent about the mean of the Good" flats is
tabulated. For example, between the two good flats for F502N, one
image has a minimum L-flat bin ratio of 0.995, while the other
image has a maximum bin of 1.009 for a total "Scat" of 1.4%. The
"L-flat" column indicates whether or not the existing pipeline
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flat is based on stellar L-flat images taken in that filter (Yes)
or whether interpolation of the stellar L-flats with wavelength is
used (No). The final column is the total range of deviation
between the existing pipeline LP-flat and the new average earth
flat from the minimum to the maximum of the 64 bin ratios. At the
shortest allowed exposure time of 0.5sec, most WFC modes saturate
most of the time when observing the earth. Only the narrow band
data are potentially useful.

Table 1. WFC Narrow Band Earth Flats

Filter Exp (s) Obs. Weak Sat. Bad Good good e- Scat. L-flat Dev(%)
------ ------- ---  ---- ---- --- ---- ------- ----- ------ ------
F502N   0.5     31    5    6  18    2   90,000  1.4     No     2.2
F658N   0.5      4    0    3   1    0    ...    ...     No     ...
F660N   0.5      8    0    1   6    1?  20,000  ...     No     3.4
F892N   0.5      9    1    4   3    1?  11,000  ...     No    23.2

No WFC Earth flat is of the quality required for pipeline
implementation. The agreement of the F502N and F660N Earth flats
with the current pipeline flats validates the stellar L-flat
technique to the 2-3% accuracy of the Earth flats (see the shutter
leakage limitation below). The poor agreement of the F892N with
the pipeline flat may mean that the earth illumination was non-
uniform. However, all four of the bad+good F892N images show a
similar top-to-bottom gradient of >23% with respect to the
pipeline flat. Furthermore, the disagreement of the HRC Earth
flats with the current pipeline flats is significant at the longer
wavelengths (see Section 3 below), where stray light from long
wavelength photons scattered from the CCD scatter back and cause
flat field artifacts.

A few of the WFC Earth flats have little signal and must be on the
night side of the Earth. The four weakest full frame F502N images
with <20 electrons signal all show a strong gradient with a much
brighter region near the center of the detector, as illustrated in
Figure 1. In the 64 bin L-flat, the best agreement of a WFC Earth
flat with the existing pipeline flat is ~+/-1% for F502N in Figure
2. However, the nature of this small disagreement is that the
Earth flats are brighter near the center with a pattern similar to
what is stray light in Figure 1. Laboratory exposures matching
Figure 1 demonstrate that the problem is light leaking around the
shutter blades (Sirianni, Martel, & Hartig 2001). As the FOV of
ACS moves from the dark to bright earth, photons scatter around
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the shutter and are recorded during the ~2min readout sequence.
This central excess for WFC Earth flats is ubiquitous and suggests
that the best WFC Earth flats will be in error by ~2% and,
therefore, are not useful for calibrating science data.

Figure 1 - Ratio of a single image of the dark side of the Earth to the pipeline flat field.
The image is normalized to unity in a region near the upper left and stretched from 0.9
(black) to 1.5(white). The central white region that differs from the pipeline flat by ~2x is
caused by a small light leak around the shutter.
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Figure 2 - Ratio of the Earth flat made from the two good F502N images in Table 1 to the
pipeline flat.  The central excess is from the light leak that causes the similar bright
pattern in Figure 1. In the header line "L-flat 64 bin....", the last two numbers define the
2.2% deviation from the pipeline flat, as tabulated in the last column of Table 1.
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3. HRC LP-flats

In analogy with Table 1 for WFC, Table 2 summarizes the status of
the HRC Earth flat observations that are taken after the new dust
mote appeared on 13 Aug 2002 (Bohlin & Mack 2003).

Table 2. HRC Earth Flats After 13 Aug 2002

Filter Exp (s) Obs. Weak Sat. Bad Good good e- Scat. L-flat Dev(%)
------ ------- ---  ---- ---- --- ---- ------- ----- ------ ------

F330W   2.0     39    3    2   14  20 1456,000  0.7    No     0.4
F344N   20      43    2    4    1  36 3273,000  0.9    No     0.1
F435W   0.2     40    1    0   27  12  510,000  1.1    Yes    0.8
F475W   0.1     42    3    2   31   6  250,000  0.8    Yes    0.7
F502N   1.8     40   13    0   21   6  369,000  0.4    No     1.3
F550M   0.2     42    9    1   28   4  268,000  1.3    No     2.4
F555W   0.1     32    3    2   23   4  208,000  1.6    Yes    1.8#
F606W   0.1     32    0    6   23   3   86,000  1.1    Yes    1.1#
F625W   0.1     34    5    1   22   6  146,000  0.8    Yes    1.4
F658N   1.3     40    4    2   27   7  289,000  0.7    No     1.3
F660N   3.5     42   10    1   28   3  224,000  1.0    No     0.9
F775W   0.1     32   15    0   15   2  221,000  0.5    Yes    2.6*
F814W   0.1     32    8    3   18   3  273,000  1.9    Yes    4.0*
F892N   1.2     38   19    0   13   6  234,000  1.5    No     6.5
F850LP  0.1     32   18    0 10   4   99,000  3.0    Yes    8.4*

* Not enough data
# minor <1% streaks included.

Sufficient HRC earthflat observations exist if there are 100,000
electrons and if the scatter among the individual L-flats is <1.5%
in the "Scat." column.

The HRC F435W Earth flat is an outstanding example of the quality
that is achievable with this technique. Among the 12 flats
comprising the F435W earth flat, one image shows one of the 64
bins at a ratio of 0.995 and another has  a bin with a ratio of
1.006, which defines the total range of scatter at the tabulated
1.1%. Figure 3 illustrates the ratio of this Earth flat to the
current pipeline flat with the 0.8% deviation range. The
differences in the dust mote of 1-2% are caused by the slightly
different illumination between the OTA and the lab optical
simulator. Currently, the motes in the pipeline flats are defined
by the imperfect lab illumination.

In contrast to the rosy situation at the shorter wavelengths, the
four longest wavelength filters in Table 1 show serious
discrepancies with the current pipeline flats. Even though three
of these four have a marginally sufficient set of good images, the
ratio pattern in all four is similar, as illustrated in Figures 4-
7. There must be some physical cause for the systematic and
similar pattern of differences between the Earth and stellar L-
flat structure.
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Figure 3 - HRC ratio of Earth to pipeline flat for F435W.  The L-flat part of the images
differs by -0.1 to +0.7%. The dust mote features differ by 1-2%, because the intermediate
and P-flat structure are defined by lab flats that do not perfectly simulate OTA
illumination. The dashed box is the region used to normalize to unity and for computing
the P-flat statistics.
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Figure 4 - Ratio of Earth flat to pipeline flat for F775W with the same scaling as in Figure
3.  Differences between the two L-flats are -1.9% to +0.7%.
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Figure 5 - Ratio of Earth flat to pipeline flat for F814W. The stretch covers more range
than in Figure 4, because the stray light pattern is stronger. Differences between the two
L-flats are -3.2% to +0.8%.
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Figure 6 - Ratio of Earth flat to pipeline flat for F892N. The stretch covers more range
than in Figure 5 to show the stray light pattern growing stronger with wavelength.
Differences between the two L-flats are -6.0% to +0.5%.
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Figure 7 - Ratio of Earth flat to pipeline flat for F850LP with the same stretch as in Figure
6. Differences between the two L-flats are -7.8% to +0.6%.
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3.1 Photometry of 47 Tuc for F850LP

In order to verify that the stellar L-flat does produce the most
consistent photometry, three stars are selected with positions in
one of the multiply dithered F850LP observations of 47 Tuc (Mack
et al. 2003) near the upper left of the FOV. Candidate stars are
at least 45px from the edge and are left of and above pixel
(55,411), where the ratio in Figure 7 is below 0.95. The
photometry of the three brightest stars in this region with at
least seven repeat observations is computed with the two flat
fields and the rms scatter is calculated. At ~1.5%, the scatter is
more than a factor of two smaller for the pipeline flat than with
the Earth flat. The data are not actually reprocessed, but the
corrections are derived from a 3x3pixel smoothing of the Earth
flat to simulate the net photometric effect. Thus, the Earth flats
are NOT appropriate for stellar photometry.

3.2 Scattered IR Photons and Earth Flats as Pipeline Reference Files

While the 11 HRC flats that are centered below 7000 Å could be
installed as slightly improved pipeline flats, the four long
wavelength flats are not appropriate for reducing stellar
photometry. An error in the flat field pattern at long wavelengths
is present when full field diffuse illumination floods the focal
plane. As the QE drops and the silicon layers of the CCD become
increasingly transparent beyond ~8000Å, photons penetrate to the
soda glass layer; and stray photons are diffusely scattered back
toward the front of the CCD housing. The observed excess pattern
in the flat field is from these scattered photons returning again
to the CCD from scatterings and reflections from the inside of the
detector housing, detector window, and nearby focal plane
structures. Any filter transmitting at these long IR wavelengths
will see the extra pattern from this stray light. For a dense
enough star field, a fraction of this stray light pattern might be
present; but normal background subtraction removes the excess
light from the stellar photometry. For full field illumination
such as the Earth, Moon, Jupiter, the Orion Nebula, or laboratory
flat fields, the excess pattern is present. Therefore, the full
set of 15 HRC Earth flats is available at
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/analysis/reference_files/hrc_flats_earth.html for
use in reprocessing such data. For WFC, a gold reflective layer
lies between the silicon layer where photons are detected and the
soda glass substrate, so that any IR stray light excess in WFC
flat fields could be weaker or stronger, depending on what happens
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to the reflected IR light.

As a final check, the stellar L-flat correction to the lab flats
(Mack et al. 2003) should contain the same pattern as in the long
wavelength Earth flats vs. pipeline flats in Figures 4-7. The
stellar L-flats demonstrate that the HRC lab flats require a
wavelength independent geometric pattern that is the same
shortward of 7000 Å, as demonstrated by the agreement of the stellar
corrections to <0.5% between F435W and F606W, for example. Using
the F606W to remove this wavelength independent part of the
stellar correction, the L-flat correction ratio of F850LP/F606W is
shown Figure 8. The agreement to ~0.1% of this L-flat residual
with the residuals illustrated for the same example in Figure 7
proves that full field illumination in lab produces the same
excess stray light pattern as full field illumination by the
bright Earth, and by inference, for science images with full field
illumination. For point source photometry, all 15 pipeline HRC
flats are correct to ~1%, as shown in the last column of Table 2
for the 11 shorter wavelength flats and in this section for the 4
longer wavelength flats.

4. HRC Non-Gaussian Distributions in the Ratios of P-flats
Over time on orbit, the P-flat structure changes slightly. After
accounting for Poisson statistics, the residual in the ratio of
individual Earth flats to the baseline pre-flight lab flats is
stable at 0.2-0.3% of excess scatter. These residual changes in
the P-flats are relative to the pre-launch baseline, as shown by
the squares in Figure 9. The triangle symbols in Figure 9 trace
the non-Gaussian tail of the distribution of the ratios. The
triangles represent the excess of deviant pixels, i.e. the
fraction of pixels that deviate by more than 1% from unity minus
the fraction expected from Poisson statistics. Replacing the pre-
launch baseline with a flight flat does not change the essential
features of the plots, except for a reduction of residuals near
the epoch of the flight flat. Using a flight flat constructed from
all 20 of the good F330W images in Table 2 reduces the most recent
triangle residuals from ~3% to ~2% at the expense of increasing
the excess residuals in 2002 to ~3%.

Bohlin & Mack (2005) discuss in more detail the deviations from
Poisson statistics in the ratio of internal lamp to lab flats with
a slightly different definition for the excess residuals
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Figure 8 - Stellar L-flat correction for HRC F850LP,  corrected for the lab error by F606W.
This low frequency pattern matches the F850LP Earth to pipeline ratio in Figure 7.
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shown as the triangles in their Figures 1-6. This excess deviation
increases towards shorter wavelengths for the on-orbit internal
flats; and this trend continues in the set of F330W Earth
observations. Most of the deviant pixels are dark with a low
response compared to the lab flat, as shown by the histogram in
Figure 10. The set of these dark pixels is not constant with time;
but as some dark pixels heal and return to a normal response, new
dark pixels appear. The best way to handle this problem would be
to make sets of flat fields that are averaged over a small time
period of about one year. However, only F330W and F344N have
enough data to construct such a dense set of LP-flats.
Fortunately, the dark pixels are weak enough and isolated enough
that their effect on stellar photometry is almost nil. If the flat
field ratio is smoothed by box averaging over 3x3 pixels to
crudely simulate the charge distribution of a star, then the
excess of pixels that deviate by >1% is negligible at <0.1%.
Therefore, the current pipeline F330W and F344N Earth flats of
Bohlin & Mack (2003) are adequate.

Figure 9 -  The intrinsic rms scatter in percent of the HRC Earth flats after making the
small correction for counting statistics (diamonds). The squares are the residuals
remaining after dividing by the baseline flat and subtracting the Poisson counting
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statistics of both flats in quadrature. The triangles represent the excess fraction of pixels
with values in error by >1%. These statistics are for a 101x101 square box with the top
left corner at 590 pixels from the left and from the top of the image. The short vertical
bars are at the times of the monthly CCD anneals. There is no obvious correlation
between the anneals and the triangles that represent the excess of highly deviant ratio
values.

Figure 10 -  Histogram of pixel ratio values of a post- to a pre-launch flat field.

4. Future Observations

For cycle 14, the WFC F660N, F502N, and F892N observations are
discontinued. F658N is the only narrow band filter used by GOs and
is continued to verify the current L-flat to a goal of 2%.

Normally, three observations do not define a robust "Scat." value;
but F660N HRC Earth flats will be discontinued, because the
scatter is so small at 1.0%, because the agreement with the
current LP-flat is so good at 0.9%, and because F660N is rarely
used for science observations. Borderline cases with four good
images each are F550M and F555W and scatter of 1.3 and 1.6%,
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respectively. More data are needed for F555W, because one of the
four good images shows very faint streaking and because the 1.6%
scatter is comparable to the 1.8% difference with the current
flat.

For cycle 14, the HRC Earth flat filters in Table 3 will be
observed.

Table 3. Cycle 14 HRC Observations

Filter  Cycle 13 Exp (s)  Cycle 14 Exp (s)
------  ----------------  ----------------

F330W           2.0           2.0   for continuous monitoring.
F555W           0.1           0.1
F606W           0.1           0.1
F775W           0.1           0.2
F814W           0.1           0.1
F850LP          0.1           0.3

Because of lack of any saturated data and because of the number of
very weak exposures, two exposure times are increased for cycle
14.

For cycle 14, some ramp filter earth flat observations are added
due to increased interest in the ramp filter calibrations and
because of the promising appearance of some HRC ramp filter
coronagraphic Earth flats. For HRC, complete coverage is achieved
for FR656N from 5 GO wavelengths, plus 6590 and 6790Å. For WFC,
the goal is complete coverage on the two middle ramps FR388N and
FR656N, plus two specific settings used for GO observations on two
outer ramps. The settings for complete coverage are calculated
from the full field WFC coverage of 48.1mm along the ramp, using
the mm/Ang scale in Table 4 of Bohlin & Hartig (2002). The WFC1-
mramp reference point is 6.6mm from the short wavelength end of
the 48.1 mm region. Because no L-flats for the WFC ramp filters
exist, Earth flats with an accuracy of 2% are useful. The WFC
stray light causes a smaller error for the inner and outer ramp
segments.
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Table 4. Cycle 14 Ramp Filter Earth Flats

Camera  Filter  Wavelength  Exp (s)   Aperture
------  ------  ----------  -------   --------
WFC    FR388N   3744      0.5     WFC1-MRAMP (3710-3960 coverage)
WFC    FR388N   3834      0.5     WFC1-MRAMP (3800-4050 coverage)
WFC    FR601N   5998      0.5     WFC2-ORAMP (GO WL)
WFC    FR462N   4488      0.5     WFC2-ORAMP (GO WL)
WFC    FR656N   6325      0.5     WFC1-MRAMP (6270-6670 coverage)
WFC    FR656N   6505      0.5     WFC1-MRAMP (6450-6850 coverage)
HRC    FR656N    6320       0.8
HRC    FR656N    6370       0.8
HRC    FR656N    6430       0.8
HRC    FR656N    6490       0.8
HRC    FR656N    6590       0.8
HRC    FR656N    6688       0.8
HRC    FR656N    6790       0.8
Notes to Table 4.  FR462N (outer) and FR423N (inner) pair with
FR388N. FR601N (outer) pairs with FR551N(inner) and FR505N
(middle). FR656N pairs with FR716N (inner) and FR782N (outer).
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